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In digital holographic microscopy, if an optical setup is well aligned, the phase curvature introduced by the
microscope objective (MO) together with the illuminating wave to the object wave is a spherical phase curvature. It can be physically compensated by introducing the same spherical phase curvature in the reference
beam. Digital holographic microscopy setups based on the Michelson interferometric configuration with MO
and an adjustable lens are presented, which can well perform the quasi-physical phase compensation during
the hologram recording. In the reflection mode, the adjustable lens serves as both the condensing lens and the
compensation lens. When the spatial frequency spectra of the hologram become a point spectrum, one can see
that the phase curvature introduced by imaging is quasi-physically compensated. A simple plane numerical
reference wavefront used for the reconstruction can give the correct quantitative phase map of the test object.
A theoretical analysis and experimental demonstration are given. The simplicity of the presented setup makes
it easy to align it well at lower cost. © 2009 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 090.1995, 180.0180, 120.3620.

1. INTRODUCTION
In general, digital holographic microscopy (DHM) can be
achieved in two ways. One is using spherical diverging
waves [1,2] for the hologram recording, which allows an
enlargement of the object by reconstructing a magnified
hologram during the numerical reconstruction process
with a collimated plane reference wave without any
image-forming lens. The other way is using a microscope
objective (MO) [3–5]. The MO in DHM can give microscopic imaging of the test sample with axial nanometric
accuracy. It has found many applications in material and
life science [6,7] as a result of the quantitative phase measurement. Nevertheless, both the spherical illuminating
wave and the MO will introduce phase curvature in the
object wave, which should be compensated by a numerical
phase mask [5,8–12] or by physically introducing the
same curvature in the reference wave [2–4,13,14].
In numerical compensation, a correct numerical reference wave together with a phase mask is needed to fulfill
the task of acquiring the quantitative phase in the reconstruction process [5,8]. The reconstructed wavefront multiplies the digital phase mask (DPM), which is a complexnumbers array and can be automatically computed [11],
to remove the additional phase curvature coming from either the illumination wavefront or the MO. Usually the
definition and the position of the DPM used to compensate the phase curvature are very different [12]. In the
case of compensation in the reconstruction plane, the
phase mask has to be adapted when the reconstruction
1084-7529/09/092005-7/$15.00

distance is changed. This complicates the reconstruction
algorithm and requires a calibration procedure, which
makes the numerical reconstruction a time-consuming
process. This may lead to failure of the real-time monitoring of the test specimen.
One also can physically introduce the same curvature
in the reference wave, such as the Linnik interferometer
[14] or the Mach–Zehnder configuration [3,4,13]. In this
configuration the use of the measurement optics in the
reference arm duplicates the objective measurement optics in the measurement arm. So curvature of the object
wave is then compensated by the reference wave during
interference. Nevertheless, it requires a precise alignment of all the involved optical elements.
As the use of MO only in the object beam introduces a
spherical phase curvature [12], a spherical wavefront in
the reference beam may provide quasi-physical phase
compensation if the adjustable lens is properly located
[15]. In this paper, we propose both the reflection-mode
and the transmission-mode DHM based on the Michelson
interferometric configuration with MO and an adjustable
lens, which gives quasi-physical phase compensation in
the recording process of the digital hologram. In Section
2, theoretical analysis of the two spherical wavefronts interference is given. In Section 3, the experimental setup
of the proposed transmission-mode and reflection-mode
DHM is described. In Section 4, an experimental demonstration of the quasi-physical phase compensation is
given.
© 2009 Optical Society of America
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2. BASES OF DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY
A. Hologram Recording
Digital holography consists of recording a digitized hologram by using an electronic device [e.g., a charge coupled
device (CCD)] and later reconstructing the hologram numerically with a computer. In this process, both the amplitude and the phase of an optical wave arrive from a coherently illuminated object. Thus, both hardware and
software are needed in digital holography. A digital hologram is created by interference; that is, an unknown
wavefront coming from the object, called object wave O, is
added to the reference wave R to give an intensity modulated by the phases of the two waves. The intensity
IH共x , y兲 of the sum of two complex fields can be written as
IH共x,y兲 = 兩O + R兩2 = 兩O兩2 + 兩R兩2 + RO* + R*O,

共1兲

where RO* and R*O are the interference terms with R*
and O* denoting the complex conjugate of the two waves.
The digital hologram reconstruction is achieved by illumination with a numerical reference wave C. The reconstructed wavefront in the hologram plane is then given by

共x,y兲 = C共兩O兩2 + 兩R兩2兲 + CRO* + CR*O.

共2兲

For in-line recording geometry, the zero-order and the
twin images are superposed on one another. It is hard to
separate the object information of interest from one single
hologram, which is limited in application in real-time inspection. For off-axis recording geometry, the separation
of the three terms enables further operation of the digital
hologram, such as apodization and spatial filtering [16].
After that, the terms necessary to reproduce the original
wavefront H共x , y兲 = CR*O in the hologram plane are
achieved and are propagated to the image plane, where a
focused image I共x , y兲 is created.
B. Numerical Reconstruction Algorithms
Two different numerical reconstruction algorithms are
used to calculate the scalar diffraction between H and I:
the single Fresnel transform formulation [12] in the spatial domain and the angular spectrum method in the spatial frequency domain.
Numerical reconstruction of H by the angular spectrum method requires a Fourier transform and an inverse
Fourier transform:

I共n⌬xi,m⌬yi兲 =

exp共jkd兲
jd

FFT−1兵FFT兵H共n⌬xH,m⌬yH兲其

⫻G共n⌬,m⌬兲其,

冋

G共n⌬,m⌬兲 = exp j

2d


冑1 − 共n⌬兲2 − 共m⌬兲2

册

, 共3兲

where n and m are integers (−M / 2 艋 n 艋 M / 2 , −N / 2 艋 m
艋 N / 2, and M ⫻ N is the number of pixels of the CCD),
G共n⌬ , m⌬兲 is the optical transfer function in the spatial
frequency domain, ⌬ and ⌬ are the sampling intervals
in the spatial frequency domain, ⌬xH and ⌬yH are the
sampling intervals in the hologram plane (the pixel size of
the CCD camera), and ⌬xi and ⌬yi are the sampling intervals in the image plane. The relation between the sam-

Fig. 1.

Schematic of the location of the two point sources.

pling intervals of the hologram plane and those of the image plane is ⌬xi = 1 / 共N⌬兲 = ⌬xH and ⌬yi = 1 / 共M⌬兲 = ⌬yH.
Both the single Fresnel transform formulation and the
angular spectrum method can give correct reconstruction
of the recorded hologram. The difference between the two
methods is that the single Fresnel transform formulation
works in the spatial domain, while the angular spectrum
method works in the spatial frequency domain. As the
preprocessing of the digital hologram by apodization and
spatial filtering involves its Fourier spectra, the angular
spectrum method will provide a more time-saving numerical reconstruction of the recorded digital hologram.

C. Theoretical Analysis of Interference between Two
Spherical Wavefronts
As the spherical phase curvature involved in the interference in DHM can be totally physically compensated only
by a spherical reference wavefront, we now give a theoretical analysis of interference between two spherical
wavefronts.
We assumed that the reference wave is generated by a
2
point source located at coordinates 关SRx , SRy , 共h2r − SRx
2 1/2
− SRy兲 兴 and the object wave is generated by a point
source located at coordinates 关SOx , SOy , 共h2o − S2Ox − S2Oy兲1/2兴,
where hr and ho are, respectively, the distance between
the source points of the reference and object waves and
the recombining location of the two beams, as shown in
Fig. 1. Using quadratic-phase approximations to the
spherical waves involved, the reference wavefront in the
hologram plane is thus given by

再

R共x,y兲 = exp − j


hr

冎

关共x − SRx兲2 + 共y − SRy兲2兴 .

共4兲

The illuminating wave is modulated by the amplitude and
phase of the object. In the hologram plane it is given by

再

O共x,y兲 = AO exp − j


ho

⫻exp关j共x,y兲兴,

关共x − SOx兲2 + 共y − SOy兲2兴

冎

共5兲

where AO is the amplitude and 共x , y兲 is the phase intro-
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Fig. 3.
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(Color online) Schematic of the reflection-mode DHM

(straight fringes) which is described by the following
equation [as shown in Fig. 2(a)]:
Fig. 2. Spectrum analysis of holograms with different fringe
patterns. (a) Hologram with straight fringe pattern. (b) Fourier
spectra of hologram (a). (c) Hologram with circular fringe pattern. (d) Fourier spectra of hologram (c).

duced by the test object. The corresponding intensity distribution in the pattern of the interference between the
two waves is
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Its Fourier transform gives the Fourier spectra as three
points as shown in Fig. 2(b):
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The items in Eq. (6) are combinations of a spherical wavefront, tilt in the x direction, tilt in the y direction, and a
constant phase.
When hr = ho, the spherical wavefront disappears and
leaves only the tilt and the constant phase. This means
that the spherical wavefront coming from the illuminating wavefront or the imaging MO is totally physical compensated by the reference wavefront during interference.
The pattern of the hologram is a set of cosine fringes

F
共fx,fy兲 = ␦共fx,fy兲 + ␦ fx −
IH

丢

hr

,fy −

SRy − SOy

FFT兵exp关j共x,y兲兴其

冉

+ ␦ fx +
丢

SRx − SOx

SRx − SOx
hr

,fy +

FFT兵exp关− j共x,y兲兴其.

SRy − SOy
hr

hr

冊

冊
共8兲

If there is no test object, the spectra will be a delta function with sharp point distribution. When an object is
tested, the convolution in Eq. (8) will make the sharp
point distribution a little smoother. However, one still can
find a maximum point in each of the spectra, which will
help to fulfill the further operation of the digital hologram, such as apodization and spatial filtering.
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Note that here we do not mention use of the numerical
reference wavefront. Actually, it is a plane numerical reference wavefront without introducing any additional
phase to the reconstructed object phase.
When hr ⫽ ho, the remaining spherical wavefront can be
either a diverging one or a converging one, depending on
the relative position of the two point sources. This means
that the spherical wavefront coming from the illuminating wavefront or the imaging MO cannot be physically
compensated by the reference wavefront during interference. The pattern of the hologram is a set of unclosed circular fringes as shown in Fig. 2(c). The off-axis value is so
large that the fringe pattern seems the same as that of
Fig. 2(a). The difference can be told by the fringe pattern’s
Fourier spectra. Its Fourier transform gives the Fourier
spectra distribution as shown in Fig. 2(d),
F
IH
共fx,fy兲 = ␦共fx,fy兲 + j

冉

h rh o
ho − hr

SRx − SOx

冋

exp j

␦ fx −

丢

FFT兵exp关j共x,y兲兴其 + j

冋
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丢

FFT兵exp关− j共x,y兲兴其.
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册

Fig. 4.
setup.
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The plane numerical reference wavefront is used, so one
can see that no additional phase has been introduced to
the zero order. But for the plus order and minus order,
there are still spherical phase curvatures, indicated by
the square spectrum.
Hence the shape of the spectrum can indicate whether
the additional phase curvature can be physically compensated during hologram recording. The numerical reference wavefront should be carefully chosen to ensure that
no other phase factor is introduced in the reconstructed
object phase. One can monitor the shape of the spectrum
to judge whether the spherical phase curvature is totally
compensated in the setup alignment process.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Based on the analysis above, we propose the reflectionmode and the-transmission mode DHM setup based on
the Michelson interferometric configuration with MO and
an adjustable lens as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
In the reflection-mode DHM setup, an adjustable lens
is inserted in front of the light source (light emitting from
a fiber point). The adjustable lens also serves as the condenser of the MO. Thus it will affect both the object beam
and reference beam. For the object beam, the lens’s position will change the illuminating wavefront and further
change the phase curvature produced by the MO. For the
reference beam, the mirror reflection adds the propaga-

(Color online) Schematic of transmission-mode DHM

tion distance and then changes its curvature. By adjusting the position of the reflection mirror, one can find a position for the adjustable lens to ensure that both the
object beam and the reference beam reach the CCD with
the same spherical curvature.
In the transmission mode, the light source is separated
into two parts by a fiber coupler to produce the object
beam and the reference beam. In the object beam, the location of the light source is carefully chosen to match the
numerical aperture of the MO used. In the reference
beam, an adjustable lens is used for the phase curvature
control to ensure that the reference beam reaches the
CCD with the same spherical phase curvature as the object wavefront.

4. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION
A sample consisting of a glass substrate with a microscopic laser-ablated spot was investigated in the
transmission-mode digital holography setup. The specimen is placed between the light source and the MO. In
the reference beam, the adjustable lens is tuned at three
different positions to demonstrate the phase curvature
compensation. The first position of the adjustable lens is
ho ⬎ hr, the second position is ho = hr, and the third position is ho ⬍ hr. (Actually, hr and ho are difficult to measure
and quantify in the experiment, but the relation between
them can be indicated by the Fourier spectra of the recorded digital hologram, which will be illustrated in what
follows.) A 1280⫻ 960 pixel CCD with 4.65-m-square
pixels is used to record the digital holograms. The recorded digital holograms are reconstructed by using the
angular spectrum method to give the intensity and phasecontrast images of the object.
A plane numerical reference wavefront without any additional phase introduced in the reconstructed object
phase is used in the reconstruction process. The Fourier
spectra in the frequency domain of each recorded digital

Qu et al.

hologram are shown in Fig. 5. For comparison, magnified
3D distributions of the selected plus-order spectrum are
given.
When ho ⬎ hr, the spectrum is the convolution among
the Fourier spectra of a diverging spherical wavefront,
the delta function, and the Fourier transform of the test
phase, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The fluctuating boundary of
the spectrum indicates the effect of the spherical wavefront, which means that there will be a diverging spherical phase curvature in the reconstructed object phase as
shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b).
The spectrum for ho = hr is shown in Fig. 5(d). It is a
kind of point spectrum that has a maximum value among
the whole distribution. The phase obtained from this
spectrum is shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d). There is almost
no spherical phase curvature in the reconstructed object
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phase, which means that the spherical phase curvature
introduced by the illuminating wavefront or MO is physically compensated by the reference wavefront during the
interference.
When ho ⬍ hr, again the fluctuating boundary is observed in the spectrum shown in Fig. 5(f). It comes from
the remaining converging spherical phase curvature. The
phase obtained from this spectrum is shown in Figs. 6(e)
and 6(f), where a converging spherical phase can be
clearly observed.

5. DISCUSSION
If we use the original-recording spherical reference wavefront to reconstruct the hologram shown in Fig. 2, we will
obtain a Fourier spectra distribution as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 5. (Color online) Fourier spectra in the frequency domain. (a) When ho ⬎ hr, Fourier spectra of the recording hologram. (b) Spectrum
of the plus order with rectangular shape. (c) Fourier spectra of the recording hologram when ho = hr. (d) Spectrum of the plus order with
point shape. (e) Fourier spectra of the recording hologram when ho ⬍ hr. (f) Spectrum of the plus order with rectangular shape.
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Both the plus order and the minus order introduce an additional spherical phase curvature coming from the
numerical-reconstruction reference wavefront. For Fig.
7(a), the plus-order spectrum is the convolution between
the Fourier spectrum of the numerical spherical reference
wavefront and the delta function. For Fig. 7(b), the plusorder spectrum is the convolution among the Fourier
spectra of the numerical spherical reference wavefront,
the remaining uncompensated spherical wavefront, and
the delta function. The phase reconstructed from these
spectra by using the angular spectrum method will always contain a spherical phase curvature needing to be
numerical compensated by an additional digital phase
mask.
Also, in the interference between two different wavefronts, such as a plane wavefront and a spherical wavefront, the phase introduced by the illuminating wave or
the reference wave can never be physically compensated.
To obtain the correct object phase, numerical compensation is needed.
It seems that the presented method works well only for
physical compensation of the spherical phase aberration.
Actually, all kinds of aberrations may exist in a complicated optical setup. They may come from using elements
with bad quality or from misalignment of all the optical
elements used. The simpler the optical setup is, the less
aberration will be introduced in the interference wavefront. The presented method is based on the Michelson interferometric configuration; thus the alignment of all the
elements can be well ensured. This can be done by realtime monitoring of the spatial frequency spectra since aberrations other than spherical aberration will lead to defects in the spatial frequency spectrum of the recorded
hologram.
Fig. 6. (Color online) Physical phase compensation demonstration. (a) when ho ⬎ hr, a diverging spherical phase remains. (b)
Unwrapped 3D phase map of (a). (c) when ho = hr, the spherical
phase is totally compensated. (d) Unwrapped 3D phase map of
(c). (e) when ho ⬍ hr, a converging spherical phase remains. (f)
Unwrapped 3D phase map of (e).

6. CONCLUSION
In DHM, whatever the illumination wavefront used, the
object phase will be introduced in the spherical phase,
which can be physically compensated by a spherical reference wavefront. There is a determination that the Fourier spectra of the recorded digital hologram are pointlike

Fig. 7. Fourier spectra of holograms when the numerical spherical reference wave is used to illuminate the holograms. (a) Fourier
spectra of the hologram in Fig. 2(a). (b) Fourier spectra of the hologram in Fig. 2(c).

Qu et al.

spectra in the frequency domain. DHM setups based on
the Michelson interferometric configuration with MO and
an adjustable lens can well perform the quasi-physical
compensation. The numerical reconstruction of a digital
hologram can be easily accomplished without complicated
numerical phase compensation. Simplicity in hardware
and time-saving process in software will ensure DHM
wide application in real-time monitoring and inspection.
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